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ABSTRAST

The crystal structure and site populations of four synttretic amphiboles of nominal lf*-substituted fluoro-magnesiokatophorite
(1.{aCaNaMgaM3*Si7AlO22F2, I'i|* = N, Ga, Sc) and Ga-substituted fluoropargasite (NaCazMg+GaSia\7zonF) compositions
have been refined to R indices of 1-37o using intensity data collected with MoKo X-radiation. The crystals used in the collection
of the X-ray data were subsequently analyzed with an electron microprobe. Borh tschniques confirm significant deviations from
the expected stoichiometry. Octahedrally coordinated trivalent cations are totally ordered at the M(2) site. In the Ga-bearing
crystals, Ga and Al occur in both octahedral and tetrahedral coordination (i.e., there is Ga-Al disorderbetween theMand Zsites);
in Ga-bearing fluoro-magresiokatophorite, tefahedrally coordinated Ga and Al are completely ordered at the I(1) site, whereas
in Ga-bearing fluoropargasite, Ga is partly disordered over (1) and f(2), and Al is ordered at Z(l). Therefore, only the fraction
of Ga occurring in octahedral coordination in amphiboles should be used to calculate partition coefficients to be compared to
those of the other t61ll* lithophile elements of interest in geochemical studies. ln the /1y'3+-substituted fluoro-magnesiokatophorite
crystals, ANa is ordere.datilreA(m) site, whereas in Ga-substituted fluoropargasite, ANa andACa are disordered between A(m)and
A(2), in accord with the model of Hawllome et al. (1996). Examination of the available data on synthetic fluoro-amphiboles
shows that there are signiflcant and systematic variations in <Mg-O,F> both at M(1) and M(3) as a function of brrlk composition.
These variations can be rationalized as structural strail in response [o misfit between the strip of octahedra and the chain of
tetrahedru.

Keywords: amphibole, fluoro-magnesiokatophorite, fluoropargasite, synthesis, crystal structure, cation order.

Sovnuerng

Nous avons affrn6 la structure cristalline et la population des sites de quatre &hantillons syrnth6tiques d'amphibole ayant qour
composition nominale la fluoro-magn6siokatophbrite, NaCaNaMgl43*SirAlOzFz avec incorporation d'ions trivalents (M3* =

Al, Ga" Sc), et la fluoropargasite, NaCazMg+GaSroNzOnFz, avec incoqporation de Ga- Ces affinements de donn6es d'intensit6
pr6lev6es avec rayonnement MoKc ont atteint un residu R dans I'intervalle l-3vo. Les m6mes cristaux ont ensuite 6t6 alalys6s
avec une microsonde 6lectronique. Les deux techniques confirment la pr6sence d'6carts impoftants tr la stoechiom6trie attendue.
Les cations trivalents b coordinence octa6drique sont inmanqu2flsment situ6s sur le site M(2). Dans le cas des cristaux contenant
du gallium, les ions Ga et AI sont rdpartis entre sites d coordinence t6tra6drique (sites Z) et octa6drique (sites M). Dans le cas de
la fluoro-magndsiokatophorite dop6e avec le Ga, les cations Ga et Al d coordinence tdtra6drique sont complbtement ordonnds sur
le site Z(1), tandis que dsns la fluoropargasite dop6e au ga1lium, le Ga est partiellement d6sordonnd sur I(l) et Z(2), et I'Al se
trouve ordonn6 sur Z(l). On ne devrait se servfu, pour calculer des coefficients de partage et pour fins de comparaison avec
d'auues min6raux contenant t61,143*, que de la fraction du Ga qui se trouve en coordinence octa6drique dans les amphiboles. Dans
les cristaux de fluoro-magn6siokatophorite dop6s avec des ions t6lM3+,le ANa est ordonn6 sur Ie site A(rz), tandis que dans la
fluoropargasite dop6e au gallium, le ANa et le ACa sont d6sordonn6s sur les sites A(n) etA(2), selon les pr6dictions de Hawthorne
et al. (1996),Une 6valuation des donn6es disponibles d propos des fluoro-amphiboles synth6tiques montre qu'il y a des variations
importantes et syst6matiques eri <Mg-O,F> aux sites M(l) et M(3) en fonction de la composition globale. Ces variations seraient
dues aux contraintes structuales caus6es par le d6calage dimensionnel entre le ruban d'octaddres et la chaine de tEtraddres.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: amphibole, fluoro-magn6siokatophorite, fluoropargasite, syrnthbse, structure cristalline, degr6 d'ordre des cations.
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IxrnopucnoN

Lithophile transition-elements such as V, Cr, Ga, Sc
and In usually occur in very minor amounts in
amphiboles; however, they are widely used in geochem-
ical studies of petrogenetic processes. Understanding
their site preference and partitioning as a function of P,
T, X conditions of crystallization is important, not only
to extend our knowledge 61 amphibole crystal-chemis-
try to minor constituents, but also to provide reliable
crystal-chemical models for the interpretation of solid/
solid and solid./liquid partition coefficienrs (MD and
sD) for min61 41d trace elements. This goal is more
easily achieved by working on synthetic amphiboles of
simple composition containing large amounts of the nor-
mally minor or trace cations.

We recently reported single-crystal structure refine-
ments of synthetic amphiboles of nominal ild+-substi-
tuted fluoro-eckermannite (sodic) composition (I.{aNa2
Mg4lti3*Siso22F), with I13+ representing Al, V, Cr, Gao
Sc; Al, V, Cr, Ga and Sc strongly order at the C-group
M(2) site. However, significant deviations from the
nominal composition were noted, some Mg occurring
n the M4 cavity (BMg, cummingtonite component) in
all the samples; f.or cM3* = Al, V and Ga, \4g was in-
variably found to be around I atom per formula unit
(apfu), nd only very low ci,43+ contents were obtained.
The resulting charge arrangement was that of richterite,
but important geometrical differences were found ow-
ing to the presence of a smaller [6 + 2]-coordinated
carion ar the M(4') sire (Oberri et al. 1999).

The present paper deals with nominal fluoro-
magnesiokatophorite (NaNaCaMg4M3+Si7AlO22F) arfi
fluoropargasite (NaCa2MgatW+Si6"Al2O22F2) composi-
tions, 1.e., with sodic--calcic and calcic amphiboles that
allow trivalent cations at the T sites. It thus orovides
characteizatron of cld' ordering in other amphibole
groups, and also allows investigation ofpossible parti
tioning of trivalent cations over octahedrally and
tetrahedrally coordinated sites. Raudsepp et al. (1987)
reporled c/l.la* ordering in synthetic substituted (1143* =
Al, Sc, Cr, Ga) pargasite and fluoropargasite studied by
Rietveld refinement and 2esi MAS NMR (for Sc-sub-
stituted fluoropargasite); their results indicated very low
contents of the clui3* transition metal, and complete
ordering of ltfr* at M(2) n fluoropargasite. How^ever,
refinement of the structure using Rietveld analysis did

TABLE 1. SAMPLE CODES AND NOMIML COMPOSITIONS
FOR THE CRYSTALS OF THIS WORK

Sqmple Codo SEQ' Nominal @mpositon Velds (Amp)

not allow the detection of ordering of. N g = 13) with
respect to Mg (Z = 12) and Si (Z = 14), as the refined
<M,74> distances are very imprecise [this issue is dis-
cussed in more detail in Oberti et al. (1999)1. The sin-
gle-crystal refinements (SREF) of the present work were
obtained from the run products of Raudsepp er al.
(1987); unfortunately, not all the available samples gave
crystals of size suitable for single-crystal data collec-
tion with conventional (sealed-tube or rotating-anode)
X-ray generators. Here, the new data are compared to
other available 6a1a 16 oltain more general conclusions
on the crystal chemistry of fluoro-amphiboles.

Emnnn,tpNrel

Synthesis

Dry mixtures of nominal fluoro-arnphibole stoichi-
ometry were prepared from commercial reagent-
grade oxides and other compounds (NaF, CaF2, MgO,
"y-AlzOs, Sc2O3, Ga2O3, SiO2 glass) according to the
nominal compositions specified in Table l. After weigh-
ing out components, mixtures were blended by hand for
5 minutes and ground in a mechanized alumina mortar
under alcohol for I hour. Mixtures were dried ovemight
at 400"C. Fluoro-amphibole charges consisted of 20 to
40 mg of mix and were sealed by welding into flattened
4 x 23 mm Pt tubes. The experiments were done at I
atrn, starting at l2O0"C and cooled to 770"C at a cool-
ing rate of l.2"Clh for 15 days. As these were intended
as reconnaissance experiments, no attempt was made to
control oxygen fugacity or anneal the charges for any
time at 770'C. Further experimental details are given
by Raudsepp et al. (1991). Codes and nominal compo-
sitions for the samples for which SREF data could be
obtained are reported in Table 1.

X-ray data collection and structure refinemcnt

The procedures of Oberti et al. (1.999) were used for
data collection and structure refinement. Unit-cell di-
mensions and other information on the structure refine-
ment are reported in Table 2, atonic coordinates and
equivalent isotropic-displacement factors in Table 3,
selected interatomic distances and angles in Table 4, and
refined site-scattering values in Table 5. A comparison
between the refined site-scattering values and those cal-
culated from the unit fsrmrl. is also reported in Table 5.
Observed and calculated structure-factors may be ob-
tained from the Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI,
National Research Council of Canada Ottawa. Ontario
KIA OS2.

Ele c tron-mic rop robe data
and recalculation of the formulae

The crystals used for SREF analysis were mounted
in epoxy and analyzed with a Cameca SX-50 electron

A(1)

A(2)

A(3)

A(4)

6H0%

5O-7oo/o

-50%

6%

FKA A 16 759

FSCKAA2n.l 716

FGal(A A2 n.11 711

FGaPA 42 n0

NaC€NaMg4AlShAl02F,

NaCaNaMgaScSiTAlOzF2

NacaNaMg4casi?AlOzF,

NaC€zMg4caSi6Al2%F,

'SEQ = squon@ numb€r In Pryia amphlbole data base
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microprobe according to the procedure of Raudsepp er
al. (1991). Ten points were analyzed, and the average
composition is given in Table 6. Formula recalculation
was fust tried assuming 24 (O,m apfu,but the calcu-
lated F was always too high, suggesting a problem in
the determination of F. Formulae recalculated by fixing
F at2 apfu fit much better with the results of structure
refinement. For crystals A(3) and A(4), the AI content

TABLE 2. UNIT.CELL DIMENSIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS
DATA CONCERNING STRUCTURE REFINEMENTS

A(1) A(2) A(3) A(4)

was not sufficient to fill the tetrahedral sites; Al and Ga
were partitioned between the tetrahedral and octahedral
sites according to the SREF (site scattering and mean
bond-length) results.

Comparison with notnitnl compositions

Fluoro-magnesiokatophorite samples A( I ) and A(3)
are significantly off-composition (table 7). The very
Iow cLrF* contents are compensated by high 'Ca con-
tents in both crystals. Gallium shows a preference for
tetrahedral coordination in A(3) and A(4). The devia-
tions from the expected stoichiometry and charge dis-
tribution are largest in crystal A(1), which actually falls
in the compositional field of fluoro-edenite.

Srrn PopunrroNs AND Ononnnqc

B-group sites

The deviations from the expected B-site stoichiom-
etry in crystals A(1FA(3) are due mainly to the u(Cu.tr.4le)

+ fuIg - R1.1a .. cld+ substitution. However, no residual
maxima corresponding to the [6 + 2]-coordtnated M(4')
position were found in the difference-Fourier map at con-
vergence, and low values were observed forBrat M(4)
and at the coordinating O(a), O(5) and 0(6) anions; both
these facts are in accord with no (or very low) tr4g occu-
pancies. Thus the charge arrangementis analogous to that
of the fluoro-amphiboles witir BMg around 1 apfu de-
scribed in Oberti et al. (1999), but the availability of Ca
in the starting material leads to Ca instead of Mg as the
principal divalent B-group cation.

TASLE 3. continu€d

A(1) A(21 ,(3) A(4)

e 1A; 9.845(3)

b (A) 1s.o1o(5)

c (A) s.27q1)

S f) 1u.74p.)

v(A1 eo4.g

sin six (A-1) 0.70

No. F (a[) 1369

No. F (obs) 831

R(sym) % 2.6

R(obs) 7o 1.9

R (alD o/o 5.6

e.853(3) 9.866(3)
18.(F1(8) 17.998(4)

5.29q4 s.28{t(2)
104.4S(3) 1u.8(2)
s12.3 e06.8

0.70 0.70
'1386 1373
9&4 S61

1.6  ' t .5

1.4 2.9
2.7 4.5

9.850(4)
17.934(8)

5.301(2)

105.32<4'
903.'1

0.70

1371

1009
1.4
1 . 5
2-7

Sp@ grcup: CZu.

TABLE 3. ATOMIC COORDIMTES AND EQUIVALENT
tsorRopteDtspLAcEMENr FAcroRs (A 1

A(4)A(3)A(2)A0)

o(1) x
v
z

ol2) x

v
z
rL

o(3) x
z
p

o(4) x
v
z
B4

o(5) x

v
z
D

0(6) x

v
z
h

oCD x
z

T(11 x

v
z

0 . 1 1 1 6  0 . 1 1 1 8

0.0840 0.0848

0.2193 0.21a4.

0.45 0.51

0.1188 0 .11S

0.1698 0.'1688

0.7266 0.7m'4

0.54 0.58

0.1034 0.102?

0.7124 0.7124

o.74 0.72

0.3640 0.&21

o.21|a9 0.24A6

0.7901 0.7927

0.73 0.80

0.3449 0.3490

0.1351 0.1328

0.'1009 0.0939

0.85 1.00

0.34.56 0.3455

0.1173 0.1172

0.5962 0.5925

o.78 0.85

0.3436 0.3437

o.2s71 0.2859

0.79 0.92

0.1107 0.1072

0.0850 0.0868

0.2195 0.2177

0.56 0.66

o.1'1 0.1185

o.17U 0.1718

0.7287 0.7345

0.56 0.62

0.1039 0.1035

0.7133 0.7127

0.6a o.77

0.3e0 0.3668

0.24€€ 0.2514

0.7889 0.7879

0.84 0.86

0.3490 0.3522

0.1370 0.1409

0j052 0.1160

1.12 't.Oz

o.4s7 0.346:l

0.1166 0.'t161

0.6016 0.6131

0.97 1.U

o.u40 0.3451

0.2814 0.2766,

1.05 1.05

o.2a24

0.0851

0.3054

o-42

T(2) x
v
z

M(1) v
84

M2', v
B*

M(3) 4*

MQI v
g*

A B *

Alm, x
z
B*

A(2) v
B*

02830 0.2491

0.1714 0.170/.

0.8057 0.6028
o.42 0.zlB

0.0E86 0.0883

0.,1s 0.49

0.1765 0-1747

0.48 0.59

0.50 0.49

o.zn1 0.2741

0.78 1.14

1.35 2,O1

o.fJ421 0-4437

0.0979 0.1012

2.W 2.69

0.1727 0.4730

3.O7 3.10

o.zw 0.2911
0.1720 0.1734t

0.8{t87 0.8153

o.8 0.51

0.0889 0.08s2

o./til O.44

0.1765 0.1757

4.57 0.44

0.46 0.41

0.2701 0.27W

o.7a 0.76

1.U 2-',19

0.@73 0.(898

0.os38 0.0914

1.9tt 2.35

0.4739 0.4717

2.10  ZO7
0.2416 0.2426 0.2620

o.ou1 0.084:| o.ou4

0.2990 0.2969 0.30'19

0.36 0.40 0.47

Notg: standard d€^'istions tre <1 In the final dgE
O(3) = x, o, a oCO = x, o, z, M(1, = o, y, ltzi M2) =
0, y, O; 4401 = g, s, qi M4) -- 0, y, 1n: A = O,1n. oi
A(m) = x, \n, a Al2) = s' r' 7
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TABLE 4. SFLECTED INTERATOMIC DISTANCES (A) AND ANGLES O TABLE 5. REFINED AND CALCULATED SITE.
SCATTERING VALUES (EPFU) ATTHE CATION SITES

A(1) A(2') A(3) A(4)
(1p(l)
(1p(5)

r(1ts(6)
r(1rctr)
<I(1)-O>

rerce)
r(2)4(4)
(2)-o(o
r(2rc(6)
<r(2)-o>

M(1)-o(1)
M0p(2)
M(p(3)
<M('t)-o>

Merc()
Mepe)
MQ)-o(4)
.MQtsO,

M(3)-€(1)
M(3)-o(3)
<M(3)-O>

ttt(4i"-o(2)
M(4)4(4)
M(4p(5)
M(4)-o(6)

,rc(o
A-o(6)
A-oc/)

A(m)-o(O
A(mrc(s)
A(t )-0(6)
A(m)-oCD
A@)aa
A@)4 N

A(2}-o(5)
A(2Fo(0)
AQrcA
o(src(0rc(5)
o(3)-4l(1)-o(3)

1.629 1-6j4.

1.44 1.663

1.44 1.4s2

1.644 1.651
'1.640 1.050

1.621 1.621
t aol { Eoq

1.653 1.850

1.667 1.677

1.dt3 1.d!6

2.@4 2.056

2.051 2.0€6

2.063 2.070

2.059 Z.@4

2.'t8E 214

2.0E0 2.080

2.@A 2.011

2.095 2.079

2.W 2.Ofi

2.026 2.037

2.051 2.050

2.460 2.424

2.353 232s

2.797 2.7U

2.550 2.573

2.930 3.0{15

3.132 3.08:t

2.414 2.400

3.(F6 3.097

2.913 3.008

2.723 2.716

2.409 2.366

3.156 3208

2.&1 2.99

2.545 2.6U

2.625 2.78s

2.483 2.44A

104.7 1e/.2

7A.A 78.6

r(1)
re)
M(1)

M(2)

M(3)

>M(SREn

'M (EMP)

w4)
M(4) (EMP)

A(m)
A(2)
>A (SRER
rA (EMP)
, SREF
> EMP

n.; ,o.i
23.95 31.73
't2.06 12.02

59.98 67.75

60.02 67.33

8.71 30.33

37.'tO 30.91

1.O7 1 .85

5.23 5.61

2.79 3.20

9.09 10.66

8.88 10.56

105.78 10A.74

106-00 108.80

4.2. 60.55

57.87 59.49

23.97 24.07

27.6 33.07

1l.tri ' t2.O1

63.59 69.15

63.85 69.09

36.90 39.70

37.59 39.92

1.10 '1.4'l

5.U s.41

3.51 5.41

10.15  12 .23

10.43 12.04

110.U 121.8

111.87 121.05

1.619
1.651
1.U5
1.q1
1.039

1.621
1.sSXt
1.653
1.672
1.6i4

2.057
2.055
2.64
2.059

2.1il
2.O79
2.O18
2.O43

2.Oil
2.U29
2.MB

2.419

2.324
2.744
2.560

2.970
3.10E
2.119

3.091
2.957
2.716
2.411
3.'t52
2.559

2.542
2.797

2.&E

166.1
7A.E

1.664

1.688

1.6E0

1.669
1 A7E

1.640

1.613

1.653

1.674

1.645

2.047

2.O82

z.@J

2.@5

2.086
2.053
1.978
2.039

2.055
2.044
2.052

2.421
2.326
2.596
2.578

3.059
3.032
2.179

3.19
3.O57
2.6e
2.374
3241
2.502

2.655
2.700
2.433

160.8
76.4

4
4

2
,|

1

2
p
p.
p.

p
p

e

x4
e.

p.

,Q

e.

'N = numbsr of sits in the stuc{ural formula
SREF = from singlesrl8tal sbucture rsfinement
EMP = from the unit formulae of Table 6.

TABLE 6. CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS AND UNIT
FORMULAE FOR THE AMPHIBOLES OF THIS WORK

A(1) A(2) A(3) A(4)2
c
p
p.

x4
x4
2.

9.
0.
e

SlOz wP/o 53.95 51.35
AizQ 3.74 4.S0
MzQ - 7.00
MSO 24.65 19.39
Cao 11.33 6.56

NsrO 3.s7 7.2'l
F 4.60 4.fi
GF -'t.94 -1.90

Total 100.30 98.91

Chemi@l fomulas

si aptu 7.419 7.235
Ar 0.561 0.765

rr aooo looo-

Al 0.025 0.032
Ivt* - 0.859

Mg 4.975 4.073

>c 5.000 4.84

Mg 0.079

4€.63 40.31
3.25 10.98
7.25 10.6'l

22.33 18.50
11.15 13.33
4.15 2.e8
4.40 4.29

-1.75 -1.81

w.41 99.19

7.025 5.984
0.503 1.,160
0.472 0.556
8.000 8.000

0.050 0.461
0.200 0.454

4.750 4.085
5.000 5.000

0.@0 0.010
'Standard dflialions are -1 in tho ftial digit.

A-group sites

SREF and EMP results indicate a deficiency of Na
at the A site, as well as the presence of some ACa in
crystal A(4), as had been observed in synthetic
fluoropargasite (Oberti et al. 1995a). The refined site-
scatterings and the shape of the elecffon density indi-
cate that Na preferentially occurs at the A(m) position
in crystals A(l), A(2) and A(3) (Frg. la), and is disor-
dered between A(rn) and A(2) in crystal A(a) (Fie. 1b).
Hawthorne et al. (1996) showed that the short-range-

1.66e 0.990 1.726 1.990
0.252 1.0'tO 0.214 _
2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

-  0 .130
0.807 0.960 0.948 0.8s8

o.ao? oroo i.94s- i.ggg-

2-OO1 2.005 2.010 2-014

Na

>B

Na

'A

F

M = trivalont €tions oth€r than Al; A(2) = Sq A(3) trd A(4) = ca

ordered local configuration M(4)Na-o(3)F-'a(u)Na is
strongly preferred, and suggested hu1 M(a)gu-o(3)p-
A(z)11u *6 M(a)Ca_o(3)F_A(2)Na have nearly equal prob-
abiliry. The present results confirm tleir conclusions.
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TABLE 7. PROPOSED FORMULAE (SREF+EMP) FOR THE AMPHIBOLES OF THIS WORK
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Sample

A(1) Nao.e

A(2) Ntus

A(3) Naog

A(4) Nao.e Ctu.rz

Naes Cal.a Mg6s

Nar.e Caoe

Nas2 Ca1.2 Mge.6

Coz.o

Siz.e Alos
sizzr Ah.ru

ctun SiTs Alos Gtu.c
Gao.€ SisE Alr.c Gaos

Mgrs Alo.e

Mg(rq Scoe

Mgr.r Alo.s

Mg+.o Alo.e

oa Fz

oa Fz

oz Fz

oa F2

T-group sites

Crystals A(l) and A(2) have nominal T-group com-
positions Si7Al. The <Z(2)-O> distances indicate no AI
at Z(2) in these crystals, whereas the <Z(l)-O> distances
show that rAl is completely ordered at Z(l) in each crys-
tal. Using the relations of Oberti et al. (1,995b), the
<f(l)-O> disrances of A(l) and A(2) indicate 0.67 and
0.7 L r N apfu, rcspe*ttvely, compared with the rAl con-
tents from electron-microprobe analysis of 0.58 and0.77
apfu, tespectlely.

The situation for crystals A(3) and A(4) is consider-
ably more complicated. Although these crystals have
nominal Z-group compositions of SiTAl and Si6Al2, re-
spectively, site-scattering refinement (Iable 5) indicates
that both these crystals must contain talca as well as
[6]Ga. Moreover, the <Z(1)-O> and <f(2FO> distances
indicate that (Al, Ga) occurs at both the T(l) nd, T(2)
sites (Table 4). The (Si,Al) uersas Ga occupancies can
be derived from the results of sile-scattering refinement,
and then the Si and AI occupancies can be derived from
mean bondlenglh versus ionic-radius considerations
using the curves of Obern et al. (1995b) modified for
the difference in size bet'ween t4lAl and talGa. The re-

sulting site-populations for A(3) and A(4) are f(1) =
3.12 Si + 0.41 AI + 0.47 Ga, T(2) = 3.91Si + 0.09 Al
and (1) = 2.34 Si + 1.30 Al + 0.36 Ga, Z(2) = 3.65 5i
+ 0.15 Al + 0.20 Ga apfu, respectively. We are not con-
fident about the assignment of the small amounts of Al
to T(2), as a slight change in the effective radius for t41Ga

could lead to the re-assignment of all (2)Al to the Z(1)
site in both crystals. However, the partial disorder of
Ga over the T(1) and T(2) sites is in accord with the
Rietveld results ofJenkins & Hauthorne (1995) on syn-
thetic amphiboles along the nominal join Ca2Mg5Sig
O zzF z - NaCa2(MgaGa) (Si6Ga)O 22F 2.

Oberr, et al. (1995b) showed that t4lAl is ordered at
T(1) in amphiboles that crystallized at low temperature,
and that disorder of I4lAl over (1) andT(2) increases at
high temperature (>800'C). In the synthetic fluoro-
amphiboles of the present work, t+161 is completely or-
dered at Z(l), despite the high temperature (-1200"C)
at which synthesis was initiated. There are two possi-
bilities ir this regard: (l) amphibole crystals could re-
equilibrate during cooling to77O"C, or (2) the presence
of F rather than OH at O(3) affects the ordering o1 t+15

over Z(1) arLdT(2).

"  A(1)

FIc. 1. Difference-Fourier sections (on20l) tbrough theA site, calculated with theA cations
removed from the structure model; (a) crystal A(1); O) crystal A(4). The contour inter-
val is I e/A 3, and the broken line is the zero contour.
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The refined site-scattering values (fable 5) indicate
complete ordering of cluf* cations at the M(2) site. For
crystals A(1) and A(2), the resulting M(2) site-
populations are in agreement with the unit formulae
derived from EMPA data (Iable 6). For crystals A(3)
and A(4), the refined site-scattering values were used to
obtain accurate partitioning of Al and Ga between the Z
and M sites.

T\e <M(2)4> distances correlate well with the
mean ionic radius (<p) of the constituent cations cal-
culated from the site populations (Fig. 2;. As t6JAl has a
smaller radius than t6lca (0.535 versus 0.62 A;, the
limited incorporation of GaatM(2) observed in A(3) is
not due to dimensional constraints but to its preference
for tetrahedral coordination (Jenkins & Hawthorne
1995). The enhance of the large SC* cation (r = 0 .7 45 A)
increases the distortion of the M(2) octahedron, as is the
case with synthetic Sc-substituted fluoro-eckermannite
(Oberti et aI. 1999).

<Mg-O,F> DlstaNces D{ SyN.fifiTrc Arwrmor-es

In all of the crystals examined in the current study,
the refined site-scattering values at the M(L) and M(3)
sites are 24.00 (t 0.07) and I2.Ol (i 0.05) electrons per
formula uilt (epfu), respectively, indicating that these

2.08

2.06

2.M

2.O2

0.68 0.720

<r> (A)

Ftc. 2. The dependence of <M(2)4> on the mean cation ra-
di:ls at M(2) calculated on the basis of complete t6'lluF+ or-
dering at M(2); squares are the samples of synthetic
fluoropargasite of Oberti et aI. (L995a) and the synthetic
fluoro-edenite ofBoschmann el al. (1994); the circles rep-
resent the data from this paper.

o<

o
I

ol
=

sites are occupied solely by Mg. This result is in accord
with the refined site-scatterings and mean bond-dis-
tances at the M(2) site, which show that a[ telya+ It
ordered at M(2) . Howevero the <M( I )-O> nd <M(3)-
O> distances reported in Table 4 are significantly dif-
ferent. Table 8 lists the <M(l)-O> and <M(3)-O>
distances available for fluoro-amphiboles with only Mg
at M(l) and M(3), for all of which the actual composi-
tions ofthe crystal as well as the ordering ofoctahedrally
coordinated cations have been determined. They can be
compared also with the ideal <Mg-O,F> distances of
2.051 and 2.044 A extrapolated for the M(l) nd M(3)
sites in fluororichterite (NaCaNaMgsSisOzzFz) by
Obern et al. (1993).

The <M(l)-O> distances in the current series of syn-
thetic arnphiboles (2.059-2.065 A; Table 4) are consid-
erably larger than this ideal value, whereas the values
reported by Oberti et aI. (1999) for synthetic sodic and
"sodic-cummingtonltic" (! : NaMg) fluoro-amphi-
boles (2.052-2.060 A) span the difference. The <M(3)-
O> distances in the current series of amphiboles
(2.046-2.052 A) are in closer agreemenl but the values
for the samples of Oberti et al. (1999) lie i^n the range
2.U52.062 A. Moreover,2.06l and2.M5 A have been
reported for the <M(l)-O> and <M(3)-O> distances in
nominal synthetic fluoro-edenite (Boschmann et al.
1994), and 2.066 and 2.052 A have been reported for
fluoropargasite (Oberti et aL l995a).

As there is no difference in the M(1) and M(3) catr-
ons or the O(3) anion, these differences in <M-O> must
be inductive, i.e., they ate caused by changes at other
cation sites in the structure. Until now, we have either
ignored such effects in the amphibole structure or have
given rather fuzzy "explanations" that have suggested
inductive effects. On the other hand, this point cannot
be easily addressed in the far more complex natural
compositions. It is now apparent ftom the data discussed
above (Table 8) that whatever the cause, the effect on
the <Mg-O,F> distances atboth M(l) and M(3) is quite
signifi^cant: for example, the variation for M(l) is
0.013 A, and this distance corresponds to approximately
0.40 Fe2* apfu n terms of variation in <M(l)-O> as a
function of (Mg,Fe2*) content.

Examination of Table 8 shows some regularity. The
calcic and sodic--calcic amphiboles with signifisanl talAl
show longer <M(I)-O,F> distances (2.059-2.065 A)
than the sodic amphiboles with no t4lAl (2.052-2.053
A); the "sodic-gummingtonitic' amphiboles show inter-
mediate values (2.056-2.060 A), whereas the extrapo-
lated value for f luororichterite is 2.05 I A. The
aluminous amphiboles are charactenzed by a dimen-
sionally larger double-chain oftetrahedra because ofthe
presence of t4lAL and hence require a dimensionally
larger strip of octahedra. In natural amphiboles, the po-
tential misfit between the two major components of the
structure is accommodated by (1) rotation of the dou-
ble-chain of tetrahedra, which reduces its dimensions,
and (2) incorporation oflarger cations (particularly Fe2+)



in the strip of octahedra. Note that mechanism (1) is
affected by the type of B-cation(s) occupying rhe M(4)
site, whereas the chemical systems of the synthetic
amphiboles examined here preclude mechanism (2). In
order to accommodate misfit benreen the double-chain
and the strip, the double-chain will rotate, but the bond-
valence requirements of the M(4) cation and the O(5)
and 0(6) anions will limit this rotation. Thus, only fur-
ther expansion or contraction ofthe polyhedra in the two
units can accommodate the residual misfit after rotation
of the chain of tetrahedra. As Z-O bonds are much
stronger than M-O bonds, most of this "inductive" strain
will occur in the strip of octahedra. This is the origin of
the variations in <Mg-O,F> in these synthetic fluoro-
amphiboles. The large chain of tetrahedra of the calcic
samples (with 1.5-2.0 talAl apfu) results in larger
<M(l)-O > distances as the strip of octahedra is strained
to fit with the chain of terahedra whereas the smaller
chain of tetrahedra of the sodic samples (with no tal61;
does not require such a strained strip of octahedra. Ac-
cordingly, the two crystals containing significant
tetrahedrally coordinated Ga (t+l6u = 6.47 [, t+161 =
0.39 A) show the longestcM(l)-O> distances. The vari-
ation in <M(3)4> distances does not show such a cor-
relation, and presumably the M(3) octahedron takes a
more static role, in line with its lower equipoint rank.
This effect of strain is surely much less important in
natural amphiboles, as the composition (and hence the
size) of the strip of octahedra and the chain of tetrahe-
dra ca-n change almost continuously via homovalent
substitutions. However, it does suggest why certain
compositions (e,g., end-member fluoro-eckermannite)
may not be stable: the strain associated with linking the
double-chain of tetrahedra to the strip of octahedra ex-
ceeds some critical limit.

AI. Ga AND Sc IN SYNTHETIC FLUORO-AMPHIBOLES l25l

CoNcr-usloNs

The single-crystal structure refinements of synthetic
11u616-amphiboles allows us to state that:

(1) significant deviations from the nominal compo-
sitions are nearly always observed and occur at all the
groups of sites; therefore, the actual composition of the
crystals should always be measure4 even ifthe yield of
the desired phase is very high;

(2) in all three Ca-Na amphibole groups, the preva-
lent substitution for these deviations is 81Ca,Mg;2* +
cMg2+- 8I.{a* + cM3*; the extent of the substitution
does not seem to depend on the size of th e clrf* catton;

(3) alt ctrn3+ o16., at the M(2) site in fluoro-
amphiboles; partitioning over the M(2) and the two I
sites was observed only for Ga in calcic amphiboles;

(4) in terrns of atoms per formula unit, most Ga en-
ters the Z sites in calcic amphiboles. As the two avail-
able crystal-chemical mechanisms should behave
differently as a function of the P,T conditions of crys-
tallization, this fact has to be taken into account in
geochemical studies: only the fraction of Ga occurring
in octahedral coordination should be used for the calcu-
lation of its partition coefficients, which are to be com-
pared to those of the other lithophil s t6)1r'13+ cations;

(5) the M-O disrances in amphiboles are not a sim-
ple function of the constituents of the octahedra, but
suffer from inductive effects of 159 lnlk composition.
The variations in the <Mg-OoF> distances atthe M(l)
and M(3) sites can be interpreted in terms of dimensional
misfit between the double-chain of tetrahedra and the
strip of octahedra; this effect is exacerbated in these
synthetic crystals owing to the non-availability oflarger
divalent cations such as Fe and Mn (which could be
incorporated into the octahedra to reduce the misfit).

TABLE 8. MEAN BONDLENGTHS AND CHEMICAL FORMUI.AE OF SYNTHETIC FLUORO
AMPHIBOLES

.M(1)-o> A <M(3)-o> A Formula (aptu) Rsf.

2.061

2.@5

2.O59

2.O59

2.W

2.065

2.060

2.053

2.059

z.us

2.O53

2.O52

2.O57

2.O44

2.O52

2.44

2.U5

2.62

2-046

2.06

2.045 NaordOalsNaosxMg;sAlos)(SlsjrAli.4)OzF2

2.051 (Na@Caoa)(CsrsNl&.r)(MSaaAlonxslsaAJ2.v)OaF2

2-O4, Naos(Car.qNaozsitgqoXM&eAlo,eXSiz.eAloa)OzFz

2.051 Naos(Nai.@CaorsxMga_lascos)(ShaAb.@)OzF2

z.OW Ntug(Car.zNaoaMgos)(Mga.rucao:oAlosXSizsGaocAhe)OzFz

2.062 (NtuEcao.1t(car(Mg4sGao.cAlo,e)(sissAll.€Gaoe)ozFz

(1)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

Ntus(Na1.i otlil gos)(MgasAb.rrxsis)Oz Fz

Naoe(Nal sMgoa) (M&FScr sXSh)OaFz

Ntus(Nal @M gos)(Mg4BTro. j, (Sis)OzF,

Naos(NaoeM gr s)(MgreVoe) (Sis)OzFe

Nals(Na1 s7M g5s)(MS4@CT@)(Sle)OzFz

Nar@(Nal.EMgoE)(M&ECro.reXsio)OzF2

Ntus(Nar sMgoE) (M gs€aq13)(Sis)OzF,

Retercn@: (l) Boschmann etal. (1994); (2) Obsr! ef a/. (1995a): (3) this studla (a) Ob€rd eta, (1999)
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